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OBJECTIVES AND EXPERIMENTS CONDUCTED, BY LOCATION, TO 
ACCOMPLISH OBJECTIVES: 
Motivation.  

The demand for cement to produce concrete in California is continuing to grow with 
increases in urban populations. California, like most regions, uses mineral admixtures 
like fly ash to improve constructability, performance, and sustainability of concrete. Fly 
ash is a byproduct of coal-fired power plants that is known to be a useful pozzolanic 
material (i.e., a material that is not cementitious on its own, but reacts with cement to 
produce desirable properties in concrete) to partially replace cement in concrete thus 
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reducing CO2 emissions linked to cement in concrete 1. California consumes 
approximately 1 million tons of fly ash annually and has to import all of this material 
from other states 2. The potential availability of RHA and RSA (estimated to be approximately 
400,000 tons annually in California based on 3,4,5) and the demand for mineral admixtures is a 
strong motivator for expanding the understanding of use of rice-based ashes in concrete. 

The primary motivation for this work was to assess current understanding of using 
rice-based ashes to reduce the quantity of cement needed as availability of other 
pozzolanic mineral admixtures decreases. There has already been a significant amount of 
research to date and work performed was to assess what knowledge gaps remain. 
Objectives. 

The specific objectives of this work were to: 
(i) Develop a review of the literature; 
(ii) Develop a roadmap for future research, development, and implementation of 

rice hull ash (RHA) and rice straw ash (RSA) in the concrete industry.  
Specific questions explored were: 
• What is the current state of understanding for inclusion of RHA and RSA? 
• Have past efforts been innovative in their approaches to RHA and RSA inclusion 

(e.g., examined methods to increase reactivity of RHA and RSA)? 
• Have interpretations of use of RHA and RSA in concrete been fully substantiated?  
• Do we understand the environmental impact associated with use of RHA and RSA 

in concrete? 
• What is the market potential for RHA and RSA? 
The findings from this review facilitate the assessment of future directions and expose 

what important questions have not yet been answered and what obstacles are left to 
overcome. This work aims to initiate a foundation of understanding as to whether RHA 
and RSA as supplementary cementitious materials could become a viable commercial 
alternative to more prevalent fly ash in the production of concrete mixtures. 
Work Conducted. 

To complete the project proposed, the work that was conducted included: (i) a review 
of the scholarly and technical literature targeting the topics listed above; (ii) a preliminary 
survey of ready mixed concrete producers to obtain initial thoughts from industry 
representatives on the use of rice-based ashes. 
 
 
SUMMARY OF 2018 RESEARCH (major accomplishments), BY OBJECTIVE 
                                                
1 Stein, B., R. Ryan, L. Vitkus, and J. Halverson. Beneficial Use of Fly Ash for Concrete Construction in California. 
in World of Coal Ash (WOCA) Conference. 2015. Nashville, TN. 
2 Caltrans, Fly Ash: Current and Future Supply. A Joint Effort Between Concrete Task Group of the Caltrans Rock 
Products Committee and Industry. 2016. 
3 USDA. United States Department of Agriculture: National Agriculture Statistics Service. 2018  [cited 2018 July 
2]; Available from: https://quickstats.nass.usda.gov. 
4 Mehta, P.K. and P.J.M. Monteiro, Concrete : microstructure, properties, and materials. 3 ed. 2006, New York: 
McGraw-Hill. 
5 Jenkins, B.M., L.L. Baxter, T.R. Miles, and T.R. Miles, Combustion properties of biomass. Fuel Processing 
Technology, 1998. 54(1): p. 17-46. 
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(i) Review of the literature:  

The project developed of a robust review of the literature based on the current 
understanding of use of RHA in concrete. The literature on use of RSA in concrete was 
too limited to draw substantive conclusions; however, relevant discussions of findings 
associated with this type of ash are included wherever possible. The literature review 
focused on several key areas associated with the production and use of rice-based ashes: 

Biomass preparation, combustion, and ash properties: The largest finding in the review of 
this body of literature was combustion and gasification of rice hulls and straw can be used as 
sources of energy and produce ashes with similar properties to popular supplementary 
cementitious materials for concrete. The RHA showed similar chemical composition to silica 
fume (see Table 1), a desirable mineral admixture in concrete, but specific preparation methods 
were necessary to maintain the glassy state of the silica necessary for reactivity in concrete 
production. Work relating recent advances in preparation of biomass and energy recovery 
methods to pozzolanic reactivity of ash are not present in the literature. While there is limited 
work on the behavior of RSA in concrete, leaching methods used for energy recovery may help 
the behavior of RSA/concrete by lowering the K2O content. 

 
Table 1. Chemical analysis of rice-based ashes and two mineral admixtures used in 

concrete (sources for data are listed in the accompanying technical report). 

Ash Type 

Silicon 
dioxide 
(SiO2) 

Aluminum 
oxide 
(Al2O3) 

Titanium 
oxide 
(TiO2) 

Ferric 
oxide 
(Fe2O3) 

Calcium 
oxide 
(CaO) 

Magnesium 
oxide 
(MgO) 

Sodium 
oxide 
(Na2O) 

Potassium 
oxide 
(K2O) 

Phosphorus 
oxide 
(P2O5) 

Sulphur 
trioxide 
(SO3) 

Class F fly ash  52 23 - 11 5 - 1 2 - 0.8 
Silica fume 90 0.4 - 0.4 1.6 - 0.5 2.2 - 0.4 
Rice straw ash 60.78 1.82 0.12 1.16 4.10 3.37 0.62 17.61 7.08 2.69 
Rice hull ash 88.51 0.28 0.02 0.44 1.03 0.47 0.33 2.60 0.63 0.49 

 
Advantages and disadvantages of use of RHA in concrete: Findings from the literature 

suggest RHA may offer several advantages in concrete (outlined in Table 2). The trends present 
for many durability properties of concern in California look promising, but the number of studies 
are few and more research is needed for implementation. Literature on the use of RSA in 
concrete is too limited to draw substantive conclusions. 
 

Table 2. Advantages and disadvantages of use of RHA in concrete (sources for findings are 
listed in the accompanying technical report). 

Advantages Disadvantages 
- Broadly available agricultural waste source - Variability as a function of particular cultivation 

practices and variation in rice 
- Potential for benefits of energy production and 
pozzolanic material production 

- Necessitates controlled combustion to produce 
amorphous silica with pozzolanic behavior 

- Potential alternative to pozzolans like silica fume for 
the production of high performance concrete in 
developing regions 

- Commonly reported increased water requirements and 
reduced workability 

- Reduced heat of hydration - Increased setting time 
- Reduced air content - Capital investment in combustion facilities that would 

produce ash with desired properties 
- Increased long-term strength - Low density ash is more expensive to ship 
- Improved durability (reduced chloride ingress, 
permeability, and alkali-silica reaction) 

 

- Potential beneficial contributions to carbon footprint of 
concrete 
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Market and environmental impacts associated with use of RHA and RSA in concrete: This 
literature review revealed that environmental impact assessments of rice combustion and ash 
products are limited. More thorough assessment of potential benefits and drawbacks from an 
environmental, social, and economic impacts viewpoint for RHA and RSA is needed. Such work 
would inform value added by producing a reactive cementitious material replacement and energy 
production. There are many factors that would influence the market value of RHA and RSA for 
concrete. However, if it can be shown that either (or both) provides similar properties to 
conventional supplementary cementitious materials with lower environmental impact, these 
ashes may be able to attain a similar or higher price than cement.  

Surveys given to ready-mixed concrete producers revealed that these cement users are 
tentative about the incorporation of rice-based ashes into industry applications. Their hesitation 
to use the materials because was based on several factors, among the largest being there is not 
enough understanding of the performance of rice-ash concrete, particularly with respect to fresh 
properties and durability properties. Further, these cement users expressed concern regarding 
continuous availability of high quality ash with minimal variation in properties. 

 
(ii) Roadmap for future work: 

From the findings of the literature review, a roadmap was developed for future research, 
development, and implementation. Key areas left to purse, as discussed in the roadmap, include: 

Research:  
• Assess how rice-waste treatment methods coupled with energy production methods 

influence the properties of ash for use in concrete. 
• Evaluate the impact of rice hull ash on concrete durability (especially reflecting how ash 

is produced). 
• Evaluate the impact of rice straw ash on concrete strength and durability. 
• Determine how biomass treatment methods for energy production can change the 

properties of rice-based ashes. 
Development: 
• Determine how much ash could be produced annually (will it slowly ramp up to a 

certain value). 
• Assess whether it is feasible to store ash at combustion sites and how can it be 

transported. 
Implementation: 
• Estimate the costs associated with producing, storing, and transporting the ash. 

Determine thresholds for the cost of electricity or ash that would make these inputs 
reasonable. 

• Assess the environmental impacts, considering different production methods, of the 
electricity and ash. 

• Identify the extent to which environmental impacts might drive the market for these 
ashes. 

 
 
PUBLICATIONS OR REPORTS: 
The deliverables from this project include: (i) a review of the literature targeting the topics 
outlined in the proposal – this document has been composed in the form of a technical report; (ii) 
a roadmap for research, development, and implementation of rice hull and rice straw ash into 
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concrete. 
 
 
CONCISE GENERAL SUMMARY OF CURRENT YEAR’S RESULTS: 

Rice hull ash has great potential to replace cement and other cementitious materials in 
concrete (the most used material in the world – next to water). Specific findings from this work 
include: 

• Energy released from the combustion of rice waste can be captured and used/sold 
• Under appropriate conditions, the ashes from the combustion of rice hulls can be used 

to replace some cement in concrete can produce concrete, which may lead to lower 
environmental impacts of concrete 

• Rice hull ash in concrete leads to increased strength and has promising impacts on 
durability 

• New methods for biomass treatment and bioenergy production may have desirable 
impacts on ash properties for use in concrete 

• There is limited understanding of the potential use of rice straw in concrete 
 
Before rice ash can be successfully marketed as a partial replacement for concrete in cement, 

the following must be determined:   
• How do recent advancements in biomass treatment methods used for energy 

production impact on ash properties for use in concrete? 
• Can treatment methods be used to increase the viability of rice-straw ash as a material 

for use in concrete? 
• Robust economic and environmental impact assessments quantifying potential 

benefits of using rice-waste as an energy source and as a material in concrete. 
• Allowable thresholds in ash properties, supply of ashes, and cost for the rice-based 

ashes to be competitive market competitive.  
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Executive Summary 

Due to its large and growing population, California is the second largest producer of cement 
in the United States [1]. The most popular mineral admixture in California is Class F fly ash, a 
byproduct from coal combustion. However, because California does not combust coal as a 
primary source of energy, it has to import all of the fly ash it uses from other states, increasing 
costs and environmental impacts. The nearest important sources of fly ash for California have 
been the Navajo coal power station in northeastern Arizona, which has been moving towards 
closing in 2019, and coal power stations in Wyoming facing issues of economic and 
environmental viability. By 2050, it is projected that cement demand in California will increase 
by 65% beyond 2015 levels [2, 3] and with it, demand for more SCMs. The availability of bio-
derived ash, such as rice hull ash (RHA) and rice straw ash (RSA), and the demand for 
pozzolonic material, especially in states such as California, is a strong motivator for expanding 
the understanding of use of bio-derived ashes in concrete. There is potential for the use of rice 
ash as a value-added product from an otherwise waste material [4]. This paper reviews the 
production methods of rice-based ash and the influence of RHA and RSA on concrete properties, 
including fresh properties, mechanical properties, and durability properties. While there is a 
wealth of literature on the use of rice hull ash, there is still limited work on the use of rice straw 
ash, which is reflected in the discussion. 

Rice hulls can be used for a variety of applications; however, not all are of high economic 
value [5]. Among potential applications, higher economic value uses of the rice hulls are as a 
biomass energy source [5] and as a pozzolan in the concrete industry. RHA can display the 
appropriate chemical composition, specifically high amorphous silica content with minimal 
undesirable compounds, to contribute to the mechanical and durability properties of concrete [6].  

Current understanding identifies several factors that can affect the ability for these bio-
derived ashes to provide an alternative to conventional binders in concrete. Among these are the 
chemical composition of the ash, temperature and time for combustion, and other processing 
methods implemented before and after combustion. In the production of biomass ash for use as a 
pozzolanic material, the combustion practice (e.g., controlled or uncontrolled combustion, 
combustion temperature, combustion technology) can play a large role in the properties of ash 
[7-9]. While the combustion temperatures specified to produce amorphous silica from rice are 
quite low, research has shown that through gasification of rice hulls, changes in combustion 
temperature with notable energy production is possible (e.g., [10]). However, to the best of the 
authors’ knowledge, work relating gasification methods and pozzolanic reactivity of ash are not 
present in the literature. Treatment of the biomass prior to combustion can yield positive results 
in the production of pozzolanic rice ash and be beneficial in energy production.  

Reports suggest RHA’s high pozzolonic reactivity and suitability for use in cement-based 
systems is a function of several factors including the high silica content and surface area [8, 9, 
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11]. RHA is highly reactive, more so than ordinary pozzolans [12], in concrete. Changes in water 
demand are commonly discussed in the context of RHA use in concrete. Similar to other 
pozzolans, the use of RHA has been shown to reduce head of hydration [13]. Research indicates 
the use of RHA can lead to a dilution effect, a chemical effect, and absorption of water that 
would not be present as such in typical portland cement and the RHA particles can act as 
nucleation sites for calcium hydroxide, accelerating cement hydration [14]. The use of RHA has 
been shown to increase concrete compressive strength [9, 12, 13, 15-25]. Several authors have 
noted an optimal level of RHA use in the cementitious binder, typically ranging between 7.5-
20% [17-21, 26, 27]. 

In addition to contributions to mechanical properties, the use of RHA in concrete is often 
reported as improving durability properties [4, 25]. Properties examined in the literature include 
concrete permeability, chloride ingress, alkali-silica reaction with aggregates, acid attack, sulfate 
resistance, resistance to freeze/thaw cycles, shrinkage, creep, and carbonation. The use of RHA 
can lead to reduced permeability and porosity. Several authors have reported a reduced degree of 
chloride penetration as a result of the inclusion of RHA in concrete [17, 22, 27]. Alkali-silica 
reaction is one of the most important properties for concrete used for pavement and bridges in 
California because of the predominance of aggregates rich in reactive silicates across the state. 
Significant reduction in expansion as a result of alkali-silica reactions have been noted from 
several studies as a function of incorporating RHA in mixtures [12, 28-31]. Reactivity to sulfate 
rich soils, which can leach weak sulphuric acid into concrete, is another of the most important 
properties for concrete used for pavement and bridges in California because of the predominance 
of these soils in southern California. Unlike portland cement concrete, which looses strength, the 
use of RHA can lead to an increase in strength under alkaline curing conditions [32]. RHA has 
been shown to reduce the expansion of concrete and mortar due to sulfate attack [29, 30]. 

Environmental impact assessments of rice combustion and ash products are limited [6, 33]; 
more thorough assessment of potential benefits and drawbacks from an environmental, social, 
and economic impacts viewpoint for RHA and RSA is needed [33]. Work in this area would 
facilitate understanding of the value added by producing a reactive cementitious material 
replacement and energy production. Further, such assessment would allow for evaluating the 
options of producing either higher reactivity ash or higher energy output if optimal production 
methods cannot be determined for both concurrently. 

While there are many factors that would influence the market value of RHA for concrete, 
these parameters can help indicate the potential value of RHA. If it provides similar properties to 
conventional concrete through partial replacement, one could expect the market to be able to 
bear a similar or slightly higher cost per ton as cement. This has been the case with fly ash and 
slag, which offer greenhouse gas reductions that provide an economic value. 

In order for RHA and RSA to become competitive in the market, there are several 
assessments of the properties of these materials in concrete that need to be carried out. In order to 
consider both as alternatives to current materials, more research into the changes in mechanical 
and durability properties associated with the use of RSA must be conducted. These studies 
should incorporate consideration of the role pre-treatments, post-treatments, and combustion 
methods have on the amorphous silica content, alkali-metal content, and surface area of the RSA, 
as these parameters have been shown to affect the reactivity of RHA and the potential deleterious 
effects on durability of concrete containing RHA. Examination of how treatment methods can be 
used to control variability in concrete properties containing RHA will facilitate their 
incorporation by the concrete industry. Further assessment of certain durability-related properties 
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(e.g., carbonation, coefficient of thermal expansion, creep, abrasion) of concrete containing RHA 
should be conducted to clarify the effects of RHA on these properties. Potential co-benefits for 
the improvement of ash properties for use in concrete and the newer treatment of rice hulls or 
rice straw for bioenergy remains unexamined. Also lacking is a robust assessment of 
constructability, beyond the laboratory assessments of workability of RHA in concrete. These 
avenues of research could lead to a better understanding of what benefits are possible in both the 
energy and concrete materials sectors. 

Cement users are tentative about the incorporation of rice-based ashes into industry 
applications. There is hesitation to use the materials because there is not enough understanding 
of the performance of rice-ash concrete, particularly with respect to fresh properties, including 
water demand, and durability properties. Further, there is continued concern availability of high 
quality ash that is pozzolanic, has low carbon content, and provides concrete with minimal 
variation in properties. However, because there is uncertainty about future of fly ash availability, 
the availability, quality, and cost of rice-based ashes as well as any policies that drive alternative 
material use will be a strong pull to use it. There is a need for a better understanding of rice-ash 
concrete performance and having the rice-ash concrete meet DOT requirements. If properties are 
better understood and it is determined that enough ash can be produced, the costs associated with 
ash production techniques would need to better understood to assess market viability. In a 
changing climate for the need of pozzolanic materials in concrete, it is possible that a higher 
market price can be demanded than was possible in previous years; however, it would still need 
to be competitive with comparable pozzolanic materials, especially if these other materials have 
been used more in practice and have a lower barrier to implementation. In this consideration, 
more robust environmental impact assessments, including factors such as co-products, allocation 
methods and assessment of any variables in ash production must be quantified. Allowable 
thresholds in behavior, supply, and cost for the rice-based ashes to be competitive must be 
assessed. Similarly, any uncertainties associated with these phases must be examined. 
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1. Introduction and Background 
Engineered solutions at the intersection of disciplines can provide robust means to meet 

increasing energy and material demands associated with infrastructure, as well as requirements 
to reduce environmental impacts. Among these solutions is the use of waste agricultural products 
as a source of energy and the subsequent use of the by-products as a constituent in concrete. 
Similar to the combustion of fossil-derived energy sources, waste products are formed during the 
combustion of bio-derived materials. One of the larger solid waste products from combustion is 
in the form of ash, which has the potential to contribute to beneficial properties in cementitious 
materials [34].  

Global energy demand has doubled in the past four decades and the use of bio-derived fuels 
has shown an 85% increase [35]. This growth in energy demand is in large part a reflection of 
improving standards of living across the globe multiplied by population growth, which has also 
driven a large increase in the production of infrastructure materials [36]. The rate of production 
increase of concrete is outpacing most other infrastructure materials with notable environmental 
impacts resulting: 8-9% of anthropogenic greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions [36], 2-3% of the 
world’s annual energy demand [36], and 9-10% of industrial water withdrawal [37].  

Portland cement is made by the calcining of “limestone, shells, and chalk or marl combined 
with shale, clay, slate, blast furnace slag, silica sand, and iron ore” [38], which requires large 
amounts of energy from combustion in order to drive carbon dioxide out of the raw materials to 
make them reactive. Both the fossil-fuel based combustion energy and the calcination process 
emit significant amounts of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere. Use of mineral admixtures, such 
as pozzolans like fly ash or bio-derived ash, as supplementary cementitious materials (SCM) in 
concrete or pre-blended into the cement can reduce the demand for portland cement production 
which is by far the largest source of GHG emissions in concrete. Pozzolons are siliceous or 
siliceous and aluminous materials that when finely ground will react with calcium hydroxide at 
ordinary temperatures and in the presence of water to form cementitious materials. These 
admixtures can also improve important material properties in concrete [39]. Currently, SCMs, 
which can contribute to reducing the dramatic environmental impacts from concrete production, 
are not being produced in large enough quantities to meet future impact reduction goals [40, 41].  

Of the bio-derived ashes that have been studied for their potential to act as partial 
replacement of cement, rice-based ashes are among the most promising. Rice is the primary crop 
of over half of the world’s inhabitants [42]. The USDA reports that 10.2 million metric tons were 
produced in the US in 2016, with over 20% of this production occurring in California [43] and 
the rest near the lower Mississippi River and on the Texas and Louisiana coasts. Based on 
estimates from Mehta and Monteiro [8], this equates to approximately 2 million metric tons of 
rice hull produced in the US, with a potential combustion product of 400 thousand metric tons of 
ash (approximately 85 thousand metric tons from California). Use of rice bio-ash to fill the need 
for SCMs could offer an advantageous use of energy co-products, thus increasing its economic 
and environmental value.  

In the United States, the most popular mineral admixture used with cement in the production 
of concrete is fly ash. Fly ash is a by-product of coal combustion and due to its high amorphous 
silicates content, possess pozzolanic properties, such that it acts as a binder when mixed with 
portland cement. Fly ash is used in over 50% of ready-mixed concrete plants [44] and constitutes 
approximately 20% of the binder in ready mixed concrete on average in the US [45]. While the 
use of an industrial by-product that reduces the demand for cement has appeal and a strong 
market, only 25-30% of fly ash produced is usable as a mineral admixture in concrete [46]. The 
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most popular mineral admixture in California is Class F fly ash, a byproduct from coal 
combustion. Currently, to meet environmental impact and performance goals, California uses 
approximately 1 million tons of fly ash annually [47] (approximately equivalent to 15% of the 
mass of Portland cement produced in the state [1]). 

With the shrinking demand for coal-electricity, the amount of fly ash that is useable in 
concrete production is not keeping up with escalating demand. Currently over 50% of fly ash 
produced annually is used (not all as mineral admixtures) in the US [48] and the availability of 
this material is questioned for the future [49]. This issue is not localized to the US as now 
regions around the world are pressed for the availability of mineral admixtures [41]. Further, the 
availability of other mineral admixtures commonly used in concrete, such as ground granulated 
blast furnace slag, a byproduct from iron primarily imported into California from East Asian 
steel industries, has also been brought into question based on production of slag statistics, which 
is pushing the cement and concrete industry to start to explore other material alternatives [41].  

Due to its large and growing population, California is the second largest producer of cement 
in the United States [1], consuming approximately 1 million tons of fly ash annually [49]. 
Caltrans, which uses more than a third of the fly ash brought into the state, has been requiring the 
use of fly ash or other SCMs in all concrete it uses for pavement and bridges since 1998 [47]. 
However, because California does not combust coal as a primary source of energy, it has to 
import all of the fly ash it uses from other states, increasing costs and environmental impacts. 
The nearest important sources of fly ash for California have been the Navajo coal power station 
in northeastern Arizona, which has been moving towards closing in 2019, and coal power 
stations in Wyoming facing issues of economic and environmental viability.    

In addition to future supply issues, there are current issues with use of fly ash in California as 
well. Inability to stockpile fly ash in California has led to short-term supply issues, and the large 
transportation distances from the principal sources has increased the cost of fly ash in California 
compared to other parts of the country [47]. There are several types of fly ash, and California has 
had restrictions on the types that can be used.  Caltrans [47] and industry report that “California 
has predominantly used Class F fly ash for two reasons. First, most of the sources that California 
imports fly ash from produce Class F, which typically contains less than 7% calcium oxide 
(CaO). The type of fly ash produced by a coal-fired power plant depends on the source and 
chemical constituents of the coal being burned. The second reason is that Caltrans allows only 
fly ash with under 15% CaO to be used in concrete mix designs. This excludes a large percentage 
of Class C fly ash produced because of the CaO content being over the 15% limit.” 

By 2050, it is projected that cement demand in California will increase by 65% beyond 2015 
levels [2, 3] and with it, demand for more SCMs. The availability of bio-derived ash, such as rice 
hull ash (RHA) and rice straw ash (RSA), and the demand for pozzolonic material, especially in 
states such as California, is a strong motivator for expanding the understanding of use of bio-
derived ashes in concrete. There is potential for the use of rice ash as a value-added product from 
an otherwise waste material [4]. 
 
2. Goals of this document 

This document presents an in-depth literature review that captures the current state of 
knowledge of use of RHA and RSA as SCMs to facilitate our understanding of the technical and 
market viability, the implementation of RHA and RSA as SCMs, and future avenues of research. 
This includes assessment of the fundamental chemical and physical properties of the RHA and 
RSA, the performance of concrete mixtures containing RHA and RSA, environmental and 
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economic impacts of RHA and RSA in concrete mixtures, and evaluation of other potential uses 
of RHA and RSA.  

This review of the recent literature aims to assess potential goals and research paths for the 
application of RHA and RSA in concrete. In conducting a review of the literature, we plan to 
address several critical questions that will facilitate our understanding of the technical and 
market viability of future research avenues and implementation of RHA and RSA as SCMs. 
Specifically, we intend to address current knowledge and existing voids in understanding: 

i) What is the current state of science for inclusion of RHA and RSA in concrete? 
ii) What is the current state of science for other potentially cost-competitive uses of RHA 

and RSA in civil engineering applications? 
iii) Have research efforts to date been derivative or innovative in their approaches to RHA 

and RSA inclusion (e.g., have post-processing alternatives to increase reactivity of RHA 
and RSA been examined, has the role of combustion technology been recently assessed 
for RHA and RSA product as SCMs)? 

iv) Have interpretations of use of RHA and RSA in concrete been fully substantiated? Have 
experimental approaches been appropriately selected to support understanding of initial 
and long-term behavior of RHA and RSA concrete? 

v) What is the current state of understanding of the environmental impact associated with 
use of RHA and RSA in concrete? 

vi) What is the market potential for RHA and RSA currently and how could this change 
based on hydraulic cement production projections, costs and performance of RHA and 
RSA in concrete, and availability of common SCMs? 

 
3. Uses of rice hull ash and application in civil engineering materials 

Rice hulls can be used for a variety of applications; however, not all are of high economic 
value [5]. Low economic value applications include uses such as bedding for livestock and 
acting as a soil amendment; a higher economic value use of the rice hulls is as a biomass energy 
source [5]. Their use as an energy source results in the production of RHA, which has the 
potential to be a high economic value product. 

The properties of RHA, such as its high silicate content and the large surface area from its 
cellular structure, makes it suitable for several applications. A summary of potential uses, based 
on the literature [4, 12, 19, 33, 50, 51] include: 

• An absorbent of heavy metals or oil spills 
• An enhancer in coatings to improve wear resistance 
• A silica precursor for the production of pigments 
• An insulating material 
• A silica source for the manufacture of electronics or solar panels 
• A constituent in detergents and soaps 
• A constituent in water-proofing materials 
• Use in the production of other materials, such as steel and ceramics 
• A constituent in masonry and plastering 
• Use in the production of bio-oil and batteries 

 
3.1. Use of rice-based ash in soil stabilization 

Several studies have examined the use of RHA with lime or portland cement to act as a 
means for soil stabilization and results indicate the use of RHA can contribute to several 
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desirable properties. It has been shown that the use of RHA can reduce the plasticity of soils 
[52]. While use of RHA alone does not contribute much to unconfined compressive strength of 
soils, when it is used in conjunction with cement, it is able to lead to higher compressive 
strengths in soils than could be attained with cement alone [52, 53]. The addition of RHA to 
cement as a stabilizer in soil has also shown to improve resistance to immersion, a parameter 
used to indicate durability of stabilized soil [52]. Similar to results for unconfined compressive 
strength, the use of RHA with cement facilitated improved California Bearing Ratio, a 
penetration test used to elucidate mechanical strength, beyond that of cement alone [52, 53]. 
Many of these beneficial attributes are attributed to the structured matrix with small voids 
present in soil that has been stabilized with a combination of RHA and cement resulting from the 
pozzolanic reactions that take place [53]. Despite these benefits, it has been shown that the use of 
RHA or RHA-cement mixtures can lead to increased optimum moisture content and reduced 
maximum dry density of stabilized soils; these trends have been theorized to be a result of the 
flocculated soil structure from interacting with cement and the high water absorption by RHA 
due to its porous structure [52, 53]. Similar to some benefits achieved through use of RHA with 
cement, the use of RHA with lime has shown to reduce the quantity of free silt and clay present 
in soils [54]. In combination with lime, RHA can also lead to increases in unconfined 
compressive strength and California Bearing Ratio for stabilized soils; however, with lime, not 
unlike with cement, the use of RHA can increase the optimum moisture content [54]. While lime 
can lead to increases in the optimum moisture content without RHA, it cannot contribute 
significantly to unconfined compressive strength alone, indicating the use of RHA can 
significantly alter properties achieved [54]. Further, the use of lime alone can lead to compaction 
of materials and facilitate water runoff; when used with RHA, the void space developed is 
greater and lower steady-state runoff values as well as lower soil loss rates have been shown 
[54]. 
 
3.2. Use of rice-based ash in asphalt 

Studies on the use of RHA in asphalt have suggested it could be a viable mineral filler in 
asphalt concrete [55, 56]. It has been suggested that the inclusion of RHA in asphalt mixtures 
does not lead to any chemical reactions [57]; however, its inclusion can lead to improved 
viscosity, complex modulus, and rutting factor of asphalt [57]. Further it has been shown that the 
use of RHA in combination with limestone filler can improve Marshall Stability and stiffness 
moduli of asphalt mixtures [55, 58]. These properties suggest that RHA as a mineral filler could 
yield more durable asphalts with better rutting resistance. The inclusion of RHA in asphalt 
mixtures has also shown to increase air voids, decreasing the specific gravity of the asphalt; 
however, the use of RHA contributes to improved tensile strength and reduced influence by 
moisture damage relative to a solely portland cement based asphalt [56]. Additionally, the use of 
RHA in hot mix asphalt mixtures reduced the impact of temperature on the behavior of the 
asphalt [58]. Improvement to high temperature properties linked to the use of RHA have in part 
been explained by the filling ability of RHA particles, which disperse well in modified asphalt 
composites [57]. It is theorized that some improved properties of asphalt associated with the use 
of RHA could be derived from the increased adhesion among aggregates when RHA is used; this 
is a function of the porous structure of RHA and its ability to absorb asphalt binder leading to a 
thicker binder film on the aggregates [58].  
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3.3. Use of rice-based ash in lightweight blocks and masonry 
RHA can be utilized in the production of building blocks and bricks in which the ash has 

been shown to contribute to desirable mechanical and physical properties. In a study by Cisse 
and Laquerbe [59], it was shown that the use of RHA was able to contribute to the production of 
a high strength and lightweight sandcrete; improved mechanical behavior was noted for use of 
ground RHA over unground and authors attributed benefits noted to pozzolanic reactions 
occurring with the use of RHA. In a study by Torkaman et al. [60], utilized RHA in the 
production of lightweight concrete blocks. The authors found 25% replacement of portland 
cement with RHA contributed to higher compressive strength than the control bricks (with only a 
portland cement based binder), reduced water uptake, and reduced density bricks. In the 
production of less conventional bricks, Hegazy et al. [61] studied the use of water sludge, which 
had similar mineralogical composition to clay, combined with RHA and silica fume to 
understand if alternatives to clay bricks could be formed. The authors found that the use of RHA 
and silica fume were in fact able to contribute to increased water absorption as well as increased 
compressive strength relative to a conventional 100% clay brick. Applications of RHA such as 
these in concrete blocks and bricks have shown the potential use of this waste ash to offset 
demand for conventional materials in these construction applications. 
 
3.4. Use of rice-based ash in epoxy coatings 

The use of RHA in protective epoxy coatings on steel has been shown to enhance certain 
properties [4]. Epoxy coatings, which are utilized as a protective layer on steel to reduce 
corrosion, when containing RHA have been shown to improve the corrosion resistance of epoxy 
in saline environments, with benefits attributed to high silica contents [62, 63]. In an acidic 
solution, it was shown that high silica RHA could decrease the resistance of epoxy to corrosion; 
however, high carbon content RHA improved the corrosion resistance [62]. Further, work has 
shown that RHA-treated epoxy also had superior mechanical properties, being more resistant to 
wear, scratching, and elongation [64]. 
 
3.5. Use of rice-based ash in concrete 

The high-silica content ash can also be used in the cement and concrete industry. Under 
proper processing conditions, as discussed in Section 4, the ash offers highly amorphous silica 
with high specific surface area. These properties allow it to act as a pozzolan and react with 
calcium hydroxide in the cement hydration process. This reaction provides several desirable 
traits in concrete. Some of the advantages and disadvantages of using RHA in concrete are 
detailed in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Advantages and disadvantages of use of rice hull ash in cement-based materials (based 
on [4, 9, 13, 16, 17, 19, 20, 22, 23, 25-27, 29, 30, 47, 65, 66]) 
Advantages Disadvantages 
- Broadly available agricultural waste source - Variability as a function of particular cultivation 

practices and variation in rice 
- Potential for benefits of energy production and 
pozzolanic material production 

- Necessitates controlled combustion to produce 
amorphous silica with pozzolanic behavior 

- Potential alternative to pozzolans like silica fume for 
the production of high performance concrete in 
developing regions 

- Commonly reported increased water requirements and 
reduced workability 

- Reduced heat of hydration - Increased setting time 
- Reduced air content - Capital investment in combustion facilities that would 

produce ash with desired properties 
- Increased long-term strength - Low density ash is more expensive to ship 
- Improved durability (reduced chloride ingress, 
permeability, and alkali-silica reaction) 

 

- Potential beneficial contributions to carbon footprint of 
concrete 

 

 
 
4. Chemical and physical properties of rice hull ash and rice straw ash 

RHA can display the appropriate chemical composition, specifically high amorphous silica 
content with minimal undesirable compounds, to contribute to the mechanical and durability 
properties of concrete [6]. These traits are dissimilar to many other forms of biomass ash, for 
which the presence of alkali metals, such as sodium and potassium, or high carbon contents can 
lead to deleterious effects in concrete’s microstructure and durability [7]. While considered in the 
1970s-1990s as a potential SCM (e.g., [12]), state-of-the-practice at that time often resulted in 
RHA that did not have the desired pozzolonic properties for use as an SCM. However, current 
understanding identifies factors that can affect the ability for these bio-derived ashes to provide 
an alternative to conventional binders. Among these are the chemical composition of the ash, 
temperature and time for combustion, and other processing methods implemented before and 
after combustion to facilitate the production of energy. Each of these parameters are discussed in 
more detail in the subsequent subsections. 
 
4.1. Rice cultivation 

Cultivation practice for rice can have an influence on the properties of concrete using rice-
ash as an SCM. Rice hulls are the shells around rice kernels and rice straw is composed of the 
leaves and stems from the plants. Both rice hulls and rice straw have relatively high ash contents: 
a reported 18% for rice straw and 20% for rice hulls compared to the 7% ash content of wheat 
straw, 2% of sugarcane bagasse, and 3% of hybrid poplar [66]. During rice cultivation, the plants 
absorb silica from the soil [67]. As a result, the inorganic compositions of rice-plant waste ash is 
high in silica; over 70% of rice straw ash is silica compared to Douglas fir wood ash, for 
example, which is 12% silica [66]. This high silica content makes these rice biomass materials 
potentially good sources of SCMs, given appropriate processing. In a typical crop, approximately 
1-1.5 kg of rice straw and 0.2-0.28 kg of rice hull is produced for every 1 kg of rice paddy [8, 68, 
69]. During the cultivation of rice, geographic and climate conditions can influence production 
and mineral contents of rice, and by association, their waste-ashes. Brodt et al. [5] reported that 
the rice yields in California are approximately 10% higher than the national average, a 
characteristic attributed to the long days, low rainfall, and solar radiation present in California’s 
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Mediterranean climate. Khan et al. [70] found a correlation between rice hull ash silica content 
and the silica content of the soil in which the rice was cultivated. Further, the selection of 
fertilizers can alter the mineral composition of ashes from combustion, which can influence 
applicability of said ashes [11, 50]. For example, the addition of fertilizers with high potassium 
content can result in a higher level of potassium oxides in the rice ash [11], which could 
contribute to deleterious effects in concrete durability if that ash is used as an SCM.  
 
4.2. Combustion conditions and combustion technologies 

In the production of biomass ash for use as a pozzolanic material, the combustion practice 
(e.g., controlled or uncontrolled combustion, combustion temperature, combustion technology) 
can play a large role in the properties of ash [7-9]. As was noted, rice-based ashes have notably 
higher silica content than many biomass-derived ashes [66, 71], but the effect of combustion 
conditions determine whether these silicates will act as pozzolans in cementitious blends [72]. To 
form reactive silica minerals, large amorphous (non-crystalline) fractions of silicates are 
desirable. In open-field combustion or uncontrolled combustion, higher residual carbon and 
glassy silica phases can occur in the ash [16, 27]; neither property is desirable in the procurement 
of a pozzolanic material [22, 26]. In these uncontrolled conditions, ashes may need to be ground 
to a very fine particle size to achieve reactivity. However, under controlled conditions, it is easier 
to produce silica that retains a non-crystalline form and a cellular microstructure, with a large 
surface area, that facilitates pozzolanic reactions [8].  

Technology and processes used for combustion (e.g., fluidized bed reactor, moving grate 
reactor) can influence parameters of ash such as specific surface area and the structure of silica 
produced (e.g., glassy amorphous or partially crystalline) [72]. More data on the technologies 
required for the production of RHA as a reactive material have been reported than for RSA. 
Specifically, RHA from suspension fired technology have been noted to be favorable for the 
production of high amorphous silica content [6, 33]. Reports on the most desirable temperature 
for combustion typically fall in the 500-700°C range [11, 68, 72-74]. At 700°C, some evidence 
of the formation of crystalline structures has been shown [74]. At higher temperatures, silica 
would be expected to become crystalline, commonly forming cristobalite and tridymite [8, 22], 
thus requiring additional post-processing, such as grinding, to be reactive [8, 11]. At 
temperatures that are too low, there is a potential for remnant carbon [22, 73]. The supply of air 
during combustion has been noted as a useful condition during burning [67, 73]. However, high 
air flow rates could lead to higher temperatures at the center of a fixed bed and contribute to 
increased crystalline silica formation [75]. Further, the chilling process of ash can influence 
reactivity [76]. With appropriate controls, desirable pozzolonic materials can be produced with 
rice biomass, as discussed in Section 4.4. 

Nair et al. [73] conducted a comprehensive assessment of appropriate combustion conditions 
to achieve high pozzolanic properties of RHA. Because the production of high reactivity ash is a 
function of incineration temperature, time, and cooling regime, as well as the properties of the 
raw materials, there are several means to obtain high reactivity ash [73]. The authors used a 
laboratory oven with continuous air flow and 50 grams of biomass to perform each iteration of 
their assessment. At temperatures below the desired combustion range (500-700°C), there is the 
potential to not have complete destruction of organic matter. They noted an appropriate time for 
combustion would be over 12 hours; up to 12 hours, there is an increasing surface area and pore 
volume in the ash, but there is nearly equivalent surface area and pore volume reported for 
combustion times between 12-24 hours. Additionally, at 6 hours of burning at 500°C, the authors 
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noted remaining carbon content. Even at higher temperatures, the authors noted that at short 
times for burning, there is the potential for remnant carbon content. At slow cooling temperatures 
condensation reactions would occur, leading to a network with fewer surface sites than would 
occur with rapid cooling. While the authors note that the larger particle size associated with slow 
cooling does not necessarily change the percent crystallinity or surface area, because of the very 
high meso- and micro-porosity, the slow cooling does result in lower amounts of silanol groups 
resulting in a lower pozzolanic reactivity. 

While the combustion temperatures specified to produce amorphous silica from rice are quite 
low, research has shown that through gasification of rice hulls, changes in combustion 
temperature with notable energy production is possible (e.g., [10]). Through this process, 
feedstock material can be combusted at a low temperature to extract desirable reactive pozzolans 
and the syngas produced can be used in energy generation. Recent literature has suggested that 
combustions temperatures can have a large influence on energy retrievable with reports 
suggesting the 800-1000°C range can lead to high-energy syngas production [77, 78]. Depending 
on combustion techniques, ratios of air to biomass, and type of gas used, the desired 
temperatures for combustion can vary and be lowered [78]. However, to the best of the authors’ 
knowledge, work relating gasification methods and pozzolanic reactivity of ash are not present in 
the literature. 
 
4.3. Pre-treatments of rice waste for increased ash reactivity and reduced bed 
agglomeration 

Treatment to the biomass prior to combustion, herein referred to as pre-treatments, can yield 
positive results in the production of pozzolanic rice ash. The drying of biomass prior to 
combustion can change loss on ignition, a property of ash that can be influenced by moisture 
content [11]. Leaching biomass with water can reduce concentrations of alkali metals and 
chlorine [66, 79]. The leaching of these metals pose potential benefits to the combustion process 
as their presence is often linked to the residual build up of deposits in furnaces and boilers, 
leading to reduced efficiency over time [80]. Their removal can contribute to reduced bed 
agglomeration and improved ash fusion temperatures [66, 81].  

In addition to water leaching, other methods can be employed to reduce agglomeration. 
Reductions in potassium content in biomass, and associated slag produced in combustion, can 
also be achieved through heating processes of feedstock [82]. Further defluidization and bed 
agglomeration have been shown to be a function of parameters such as temperature and particle 
size [83]. 

Rice-based ash exhibits dissimilar behavior from other biomass, such as wood ash. The 
formation of glass forms easily in the combustion and subsequent quenching of rice straw; RSA 
displays higher retention of potassium in glass formed, as opposed to losing it to the furnace 
atmosphere [80]. Water leaching practice has been shown to increase the silicate content in rice 
straw ash by 20% [66]. While significant amounts of alkali metals can remain in the feedstock, in 
water leaching of rice straw, a reduction in sodium, chlorides, and potassium have been noted in 
the associated ash from combustion [79]. 

Leaching of biomass using acid solutions prior to their combustion have also been explored 
with researchers noting an increase in surface area and porosity of silica in ash [84] as well as 
greater or more stable pozzolanic activity [25, 85]. In an assessment of using different acid 
solutions, namely H3PO4, HNO3, and deionized water, acid solutions were found to be capable of 
removing some alkali metals from rice straw; however, use of deionized water alone was able to 
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have a similar removal rate to a 2.0 kmol m-3 HNO3 solution [86]. While this leaching with the 
HNO3 solution resulted in an increase in ash content (by ~5%), the use of water leaching reduced 
ash content (by ~10%); a reduction in ash could be favorable to reduce agglomeration [86]. 
Leaching rice hulls with other acidic or alkali solutions, such as those containing H2SO4, H3PO4, 
HNO3, and NH4OH, have been reported as accelerating hydrolysis of cellulose and removing 
metallic impurities [51]. While these methods were predominantly explored for their influence 
on energy production, they have the potential to play a role in the viability of rice-based ashes for 
use in cement-based materials. This potential is in part because high surface area contributes to 
reactivity of pozzolans and because the presence of certain alkali metals, such as potassium, can 
contribute to deleterious effects during the use of concrete. 
 
4.4. Post-treatments of ash for increased reactivity 

Treatments of rice-ash collected after combustion, herein referred to as post-treatments, can 
additionally improve ash reactivity. Grinding of ash can increase reactivity and can be utilized to 
increase the reactivity of ash with some crystallinity [8]. Improvements in mechanical strength 
have been noted with decreasing RHA size [76] and it has been noted that increased grinding 
time results in no significant variations in chemical composition or crystalline mineralogy [87]. 
Yet, prolonged grinding times may not consistently lead to high fineness as particle aggregation 
can occur [87]; this reflects that there is a threshold beyond which grinding could lead to less 
desirable attributes in RHA. To a lesser extent, exploration of other post-treatment methods 
beyond grinding have been explored such as the use of sodium hydroxide solutions to chemically 
modify RHA for use as a partial replacement for cement with promising results, including 
increased early-age compressive strength and reduced porosity [88]. Despite noted attributes, 
there are currently no known prescribed guidelines for grinding RHA to an optimal particle size 
distribution for production as an SCM [6]. 
 
4.5. Rice ash and other mineral admixtures 

Some biomass ashes, such as woody-biomass ashes have been shown to not meet 
requirements for reuse as supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs) [89] because they 
possess chlorides and sulphates that could reduce durability of cementitious materials [7]. RHA 
and RSA, however, have been shown to have desirable pozzolanic attributes, which are a 
function of the high amorphous silica content possible in these ashes [8, 68]. RHA is better 
studied as a pozzolanic material than RSA. Reports suggest RHA’s high pozzolonic reactivity 
and suitability for use in cement-based systems is a function of several factors including the high 
silica content and surface area [8, 9, 11], as noted previously. RHA is highly reactive, more so 
than ordinary pozzolans [12], and has properties similar to that of silica fume [8], which is often 
used in the production of ultra-high performance concrete, a type of concrete defined by a high 
compressive strength. As a point of reference, the chemical analysis of several conventional 
SCMs, biomass ashes, and ranges for both RHA and RSA from the literature are shown in Table 
2. As can be seen, the high silica content of the rice-based ash, especially the RHA, is similar to 
the chemical analysis of silica fume. Further, the size of RHA makes it an exceptional filler in 
concrete, filling in micro-voids and improving concrete strength [4]. The optimal use of the RHA 
can vary depending on parameters such as the make-up of the RHA and the type of cement [90]. 
Further, processing (e.g., combustion temperatures, pre- and post-treatments) can influence its 
behavior as a mineral admixture in concrete. Remnant carbon, potentially from low combustion 
temperatures, can drive up demand for water and chemical admixtures in order to maintain 
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desired concrete workability [26], so performing processing measures to reduce carbon are 
beneficial. Further, the grinding of RHA to a certain extent has been shown to be more desirable 
as an SCM in concrete, leading to increased reactivity [26], improved bulk density for use in 
concrete, improved uniformity, and typically improved compressive strength in concrete [20]. 
Additionally, RHA and RSA are capable of providing an SCM with low CaO content, a property 
desired by Caltrans [47]. 
 
Table 2. Chemical analysis of representative supplementary cementitious materials, biomass ash, 
as well as ranges for rice straw ash and rice hull ash (based on data from [9, 11, 17, 19, 21, 24-
27, 30, 31, 66, 68, 72, 74, 81, 85, 87, 91-95])  

Ash Type 

Silicon 
dioxide 
(SiO2) 

Aluminum 
oxide 
(Al2O3) 

Titanium 
oxide 
(TiO2) 

Ferric 
oxide 
(Fe2O3) 

Calcium 
oxide 
(CaO) 

Magnesium 
oxide 
(MgO) 

Sodium 
oxide 
(Na2O) 

Potassium 
oxide 
(K2O) 

Phosphorus 
oxide 
(P2O5) 

Sulphur 
trioxide 
(SO3) 

Class F fly ash  52 23 - 11 5 - 1 2 - 0.8 
Class C fly ash  35 18 - 6 21 - 5.8 0.7 - 4.1 
Ground slag  35 12 - 1 40 - 0.3 0.4 - 9 
Silica fume 90 0.4 - 0.4 1.6 - 0.5 2.2 - 0.4 
Calcined clay 58 29 - 4 1 - 0.2 2 - 0.5 
Tuff (a natural 
pozzolan) 65.74 12.24 0.29 2.05 2.87 0.96 1.92 2.02 0.03 0 
Willow wood 2.35 1.41 0.05 0.73 41.2 2.47 0.94 15 7.4 1.83 
Demol. wood 45.91 15.55 2.09 12.02 13.51 2.55 1.13 2.14 0.94 2.45 
Wheat straw 55.32 1.88 0.08 0.73 6.14 1.06 1.71 25.6 1.26 4.4 
Sugar cane 
bagasse 46.61 17.69 2.63 14.14 4.47 3.33 0.79 0.15 2.72 2.08 
Rice 
straw  
 (7 
samples) 

avg 60.78 1.82 0.12 1.16 4.10 3.37 0.62 17.61 7.08 2.69 
min 32.00 0.07 0.01 0.22 1.30 1.49 0.40 1.99 0.78 0.42 
max 

84.30 4.35 0.25 2.42 8.90 7.10 0.96 36.30 17.20 6.20 
Rice 
hull 
(39 
samples)  

avg 88.51 0.28 0.02 0.44 1.03 0.47 0.33 2.60 0.63 0.49 
min 73.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.06 0.11 0.00 
max 

99.00 1.90 0.07 1.83 3.21 1.07 1.92 6.83 1.09 2.21 
“-“ indicates no value reported 
 
5. Early-age properties of concrete using rice ash 
 
5.1. Workability 

The literature notes the use of RHA can change workability of concrete mixtures as a 
function of several parameters. Changes in water demand are commonly discussed in the context 
of RHA use in concrete. Typically, an increase in water demand is noted for RHA concretes [9, 
11, 12, 20, 25, 27], a factor noted for both unground and ground RHA [9, 20]. This increase in 
water demand has been attributed to several factors such as the cellular structure of the ash [11], 
which contributes to a high specific surface area, and the hydrophilic nature of the RHA [27]. An 
even greater water demand was noted for use of RHA as a partial replacement of aggregates 
[27]. Some sources do report a reduced water demand with the inclusion of RHA (e.g., [96]), 
which could be a function of improved particle packing and flow characteristics of the RHA 
concrete [27]. Mehta and Pirtz [13] reported that the slump test might not be a good indicator of 
the workability of the RHA concrete. They noted that even with very low slump, the RHA 
concretes displayed cohesiveness and excellent workability. Additionally, the literature suggests 
that the amount of additional water or superplasticizer that might be used to alter flow of RHA 
concretes is less than what would be needed for silica fume concrete [20, 24]. 
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5.2. Hydration 
The hydration process of RHA concrete mixtures has several characteristics that vary from 

typical portland cement hydration. Similar to other pozzolans, the use of RHA has been shown to 
reduce head of hydration [13]. Research indicates the use of RHA can lead to a dilution effect, a 
chemical effect, and absorption of water that would not be present as such in typical portland 
cement and the RHA particles can act as nucleation sites for calcium hydroxide, accelerating 
cement hydration [14]. RHA with low crystallinity and appropriate fineness have been shown to 
be reactive as pozzolans in the alkaline environment of cement paste [16, 27, 85, 87]. The ability 
of RHA to deplete available calcium hydroxide has been shown to be equivalent or superior to 
that of conventional SCMs, such as fly ash and silica fume [20, 27, 87], with an increased level 
of RHA corresponding to an increased depletion of calcium hydroxide [28]. The literature 
suggests appropriate levels of grinding of RHA can provide increased pozzolanic reactivity of 
the ash: Antiohos et al. [27] reported that fineness can have a strong influence on RHA 
reactivity; Xu et al. [87] showed that a 30 minute grinding time for the ashes they tested resulted 
in high levels of hydration and improved dispersion of ash, which then led to reduced porosity of 
the paste; Zerbino et al. [97] noted a more dense, homogenous paste with ground RHA than 
when unground RHA was used; Rego et al. [16] found that crystalline RHA would typically 
remain unreactive in cement hydration and act as a filler in concrete and mortar, but that grinding 
could increase its pozzolanic activity. Some authors have suggested that there is some internal 
curing as a function of the porous structure of RHA releasing some water during the curing 
process (e.g., [98, 99]). 

The use of RHA also influences the setting time seen in concrete mixtures. The literature 
commonly indicates an increased setting time when RHA is incorporated [15, 20]. While it has 
been suggested that the level of grinding does not influence setting time [20], it has been shown 
that RHA from uncontrolled combustion may delay setting whereas RHA from controlled 
combustion shortens the setting time [28]. While there is less literature on the use of RSA, the 
use of RSA from uncontrolled combustion has also shown to delay setting times with increased 
levels of RSA use [100]. 

Based on a review of the literature, the changes to the fresh properties of concrete by 
incorporating RHA are shown in Figure 1. In the same chart, changes from use of other SCMS 
are reported. It can be seen from this chart that many of the characteristics displayed by RHA are 
also shown from the use of silica fume. 
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Figure 1. Changes to fresh properties of concrete with conventional mineral admixtures and with 

rice hull ash (figure based on [91]; trends for RHA based on [9, 13, 20, 25-27, 29, 50]) 
 
6. Mechanical properties of concrete with rice ash 
 
6.1. Compressive strength 

Unlike woody-biomass ash, which has been shown to lead to no notable increase in concrete 
strength and deteriorating strength at replacement levels in excess of 10% [7], the use of RHA 
has been shown to increase concrete compressive strength [9, 12, 13, 15-25]. While the majority 
of the literature suggests higher compressive strength of RHA concrete compared to portland 
cement concretes at later ages, the literature on early-age strength is more varied. Mehta [12], 
Mehta and Pirtz [13], Venkatanarayanan and Rangaraju [20], and de Sensale [23] note early-age 
strength increases with the use of RHA, but Santos et al. [24] note a decrease in early-age 
strength. Further, several authors have noted an optimal level of RHA use in the cementitious 
binder, typically ranging between 7.5-20% [17-21, 26, 27]. Some authors noted that while many 
properties of RHA are similar to silica fume, this optimal replacement level of portland cement is 
higher than what is typically seen for silica fume [17, 26]. This variability, as well as variability 
noted in strength values, could be attributed to variation in RHA properties, particularly the 
reactive amorphous silica content between literature sources [20]. For example, Khan et al. [101] 
showed that more crystalline RHA acted more as a filler than a reactant in the hydration process; 
it still contributed to compressive strength, but not to the same extent that would be expected 
from a pozzolanic reaction. 

The combustion conditions, pre-treatments, and post-treatments discussed in Section 4 can 
influence the compressive strength obtained in RHA-concrete. Because factors such as the use of 
ash from controlled combustion or uncontrolled combustion can influence ash composition, they 
can also influence the ability of the ash to contribute to concrete strength; yet authors still report 
some favorable use of RHA in concrete from uncontrolled conditions [16, 85]. The combustion 
temperature also plays a role in the favorability of use of RHA in concrete. At temperatures that 
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facilitate the formation of amorphous silicates, there is a beneficial effect of RHA on concrete 
strength, but this is not consistently the case for ash from high, crystalline producing, 
temperatures for which different or no replacement levels may be desirable [21, 74]. Pre-
treatments, such as acid leaching, can help contribute to desirable ash properties, leading to ash 
with similar contributions to strength as silica fume [25]. Post-treatments, such as alkali 
treatment can improve properties such as early-age strength development [88]. More commonly 
discussed in the literature, the post-treatment of grinding ash is reported to influence concrete 
compressive strength. Typically, decrease RHA particle size is associated with production of 
higher strength concrete [11, 20, 27, 32, 76], with appropriate grinding again being reported as 
resulting in RHA with similar contributions to strength as silica fume at equivalent replacement 
levels [20]. However, it has also been noted that over-grinding of RHA can lead to particle 
aggregation and a depreciating benefit to compressive strength [87]. 

Additional considerations must be made for batching decisions and their influence on the 
favorability of RHA in concrete. Mehta [12] established that there was no difference in concrete 
mechanical behavior whether RHA was blended or interground with cement. However, the 
water-to-binder ratio can influence the ratio of strength gain with increasing RHA content [22] 
and can influence the optimal level of RHA replacement [17]. Considering all of these 
parameters, it can be seen that RHA concrete mixtures typically display similar compressive 
strength to silica fume concrete (see Figure 2). 

While not as well reported in the literature, RSA has also shown the ability to improve 
strength of cement-based materials. Again, an optimal level is reported for this ash type [68, 
100]. 

 

  
Figure 2. 28-day compressive strength of concrete without SCMs (�) with rice hull ash (�) and 

with silica fume (�) (using data from [9, 17, 23, 24, 29, 92]) 
 
6.2. Tensile strength 

In the assessment of split cylinder tensile strength, similar trends are present for the 
incorporation of RHA as were presented for compressive strength. Some authors note an increase 
in early age strength (e.g., [18]), whereas others show a beneficial contribution to strength only 
at later ages (e.g., [76]). Optimal levels of RHA use are noted [18]. Controlled combustion leads 
to improved tensile strength compared to use of ash made from uncontrolled combustion [23]. 
The split cylinder tensile strengths are dependent on water-to-binder ratios, for which, at low 
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water-to-binder ratios, the use of ash from uncontrolled combustion was shown to have the 
ability to lead to reduced strength, whereas ash from controlled combustion led to equivalent or 
improved tensile strength at varying water to binder ratios [23]. Additionally, grinding of ash can 
improve properties. Venkatanarayanan and Rangaraju [20] showed that while use of either 
ground or unground RHA would improve tensile strength over a mixture containing solely 
portland cement as the binder, only the use of ground RHA was similar to that of silica fume. 
Again, limited data are available on the use of RSA in the assessment of changes to tensile 
strength, but increases in compressive strength in cement-based materials through use of RSA 
may be indicative of potential for their ability to contribute to tensile strength. 
 
6.3. Flexural strength 

Again, the literature suggests flexural strength of concrete prepared with RHA is dependent 
on many of the same parameters as were noted for compressive strength. Bie et al. [21] noted a 
temperature dependence for ash production and flexural strength achieved: at 600°C, below the 
temperature at which crystalline structures would be expected to form, all levels of RHA led to 
increased flexural strength; at 700°C, use of RHA content at 5% led to reduced strength, 
although this loss was not noted at other replacement levels. Venkatanarayanan and Rangaraju 
[20] noted that use of RHA increased flexural strength compared to a mixture with only portland 
cement as the binder whether or not the RHA was ground after combustion; however, only the 
ground RHA led to similar properties as silica fume at similar replacement levels. Also, Salas et 
al. [25] showed the use of an acid pre-treatment lead to RHA contributing similar flexural 
strength properties as silica fume. As before, limited data are available on the effects of RSA on 
concrete flexural strength, suggesting it may be an area requiring further research. 
 
6.4. Modulus of elasticity 

The literature suggests a positive relationship between the use of RHA in concrete and an 
increase in modulus of elasticity [18-20]. Trends in benefits to modulus of elasticity are reported 
as similar to changes noted in compressive strength [18-20]. Again, there is a dependency on 
processing conditions, such as grinding, [20], dependency on water-to-binder ratio [19], and 
suggestion of optimal ratios of RHA use [18]. As with other mechanical properties, limited data 
are available on the effects on modulus or elasticity as a function of use of RSA. 

Low modulus of elasticity is desirable for concrete used for pavement. The combination of 
high flexural strength, low shrinkage and low modulus of elasticity provides better performance 
for concrete pavement, particularly in the dry climate of California where stresses caused by 
climate can be as important as traffic. 
 
7. Durability properties of concrete with rice ash 

In addition to contributions to mechanical properties, the use of RHA in concrete is often 
reported as improving durability properties [4, 25]. It has been shown that the use of RHA in 
concrete results in changes to durability properties that follow the trends associated with use of 
conventional pozzolans [92]. Properties examined in the literature include concrete permeability, 
chloride ingress, alkali-silica reaction with aggregates, acid attack, sulfate resistance, resistance 
to freeze/thaw cycles, shrinkage, creep, and carbonation. As with the literature on mechanical 
properties, the majority of the literature on the effects on durability using rice-based ashes focus 
on use of RHA and limited results are present for the effects of RSA. 
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7.1. Permeability 
The use of RHA can lead to reduced permeability and porosity. This reduction is a function 

of several parameters. The small particles of RHA can act as a filler, strengthening the packing 
between concrete constituents, reducing porosity and its permeability [27]. However, use of 
unground RHA can lead to unchanged or even increased porosity; an appropriate level of 
grinding to create small particles, without aggregation of particles, can contribute to reduced 
porosity relative to a solely portland cement paste [20, 87]. Pores in concrete with RHA can be 
further reduced as a result of the calcium silicate hydrate gel formed through cement hydration 
and the secondary pozzolanic reaction of the RHA and the calcium hydroxide [19]. Reduced 
porosity can contribute to lower water uptake, which was noted for use of ground RHA [20]. 
Trends of reduced water absorption have been reported as a function of increased RHA content 
[18, 22]. As with the mechanical properties, some have suggested there may be an optimal level 
of RHA replacement beyond which additional reduction in porosity may not be as readily 
achieved [20]. Additionally, the use of additional treatments to RHA, such as the addition of 
NaOH, can contribute to beneficial reductions in porosity relative to control mixtures [88]. As 
with water uptake, it has been shown that the use of RHA can reduce air permeability [22, 23, 
30]. For air permeability, again similar to mechanical properties, there is a dependence on both 
water-to-binder ratio in the concrete and the combustion conditions for the ash [23, 30]. The use 
of ash from controlled combustion has been shown to provide more notable improvements to air 
permeability than ash from uncontrolled combustion [30]. Additionally, at high water-to-binder 
ratios, it has been reported that all replacement with RHA results in reduced permeability (for 
ash from both controlled and uncontrolled combustion); at low water-to-binder ratios, the use of 
RHA from controlled combustion results in reduced permeability, but RHA from uncontrolled 
combustion leads to increased permeability [23]. 
 
7.2. Chloride ingress 

Several authors have reported a reduced degree of chloride penetration as a result of the 
inclusion of RHA in concrete [17, 22, 27]. As with the other concrete properties discussed, the 
use of post-treatments of ash has been shown to influence their efficacy in contributing to 
reducing chloride ingress. Venkatanarayanan and Rangaraju [20] showed a reduction in rapid 
chloride ion permeability with the use of ground RHA relative to unground RHA. The results of 
their study indicated the use of ground RHA could lead to comparable reductions of chloride ion 
permeability to that of silica fume concrete. Further, the use of controlled or uncontrolled 
combustion in the production of RHA as well as the water-to-binder ratio of concrete will 
influence the effects of RHA on chloride penetration [30]. At high water-to-binder ratios, the use 
of either RHA from controlled or uncontrolled combustion have been reported as reducing 
chloride penetration; however, at lower water-to-binder ratios, the use of RHA from uncontrolled 
combustion was reported as increasing chloride ion penetration and the use of RHA from 
controlled combustion was shown to be equivalent to that of the control concrete with portland 
cement [30]. 
 
7.3. Alkali-silica reaction 

Alkali-silica reaction is one of the most important properties for concrete used for pavement 
and bridges in California because of the predominance of aggregates rich in reactive silicates 
across the state. Protection against alkali-silica reaction, which was first identified in California 
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after several spectacular degradations of bridges in the 1920s, was the motivation for requiring 
use of fly ash by Caltrans in the 1990s [47].  

Past literature has shown that biomass ash can contribute to reduced alkali-silica reaction in 
mortars [102] and most of the literature suggests the use of RHA in mortars and concrete appear 
to follow the same beneficial trend. Significant reduction in expansion as a result of alkali-silica 
reactions have been noted from several studies as a function of incorporating RHA in mixtures 
[12, 28-31]. Mehta [12] showed that the use of RHA could be more effective than conventional 
pozzolans. In Mehta’s study, 10% replacement of cement by weight with RHA resulted in 
similar reductions to expansion from 25% replacement by weight of calcined shale. The use of 
RHA from controlled combustion has been shown to better contribute to reduced expansion from 
alkali-silica reactions than ash from uncontrolled combustion [30]. Grinding of RHA has also 
been shown to better contribute to reduction in expansions [97]. Depending on the composition 
and morphology of the RHA, there is a potential for RHA to contribute to increased alkali-silica 
reaction [97]; however, based on the literature, use of factors such as proper combustion and 
grinding could limit this issue. 
 
7.4. Deterioration under varying pH levels 

Reactivity to sulfate rich soils, which can leach weak sulphuric acid into concrete, is another 
of the most important properties for concrete used for pavement and bridges in California 
because of the predominance of these soils in southern California. Sulfate attack causes the pH of 
the concrete pore water to fall, reversing the chemical reactions that give concrete its strength. It 
was first identified in California, and is the reason why only sulfate-resistant cements (Types II 
and V) are allowed to be used in the state. Unlike portland cement concrete, which looses 
strength, the use of RHA can lead to an increase in strength under alkaline curing conditions 
[32]. Even with use of a high crystalline content RHA, the ability for the ash to act as a filler can 
lead to improved chemical resistance in concrete mixtures tested in aggressive salt solutions 
[101]. RHA has been shown to reduce the expansion of concrete and mortar due to sulfate attack 
[29, 30]. 

The literature suggests the use of RHA can assist in improving concrete resistance to acid 
exposures. Ambedkar et al. [32] showed concrete mixtures containing RHA exhibited a lower 
loss in strength than control concrete when cured in an acid solution. Mehta and Folliard [29], de 
Sensale [30], and Sugita et al. [22] showed that mortar or concrete containing RHA exhibited a 
large reduction in mass loss after exposure to a hydrochloric-acid solution. 
 
7.5. Shrinkage 

The reported contributions of RHA to concrete shrinkage vary. Gastaldini et al. [17] showed 
a reduction in total shrinkage through use of RHA, but greater levels of cement replacement with 
RHA led to higher shrinkage than the lower levels of use. de Sensale [98] and Van Tuan et al. 
[99] found a reduction in autogenous shrinkage through use of RHA. Both Gastaldini et al. [17] 
and Mahmud et al. [103] identified similar behavior of RHA concrete to silica fume concrete, 
but Mahmud et al. [103] reported increased shrinkage relative to the control concrete. Habeeb 
and Fayyadh [104] also reported increased shrinkage with use of RHA, but contributed this 
shrinkage to the microfine particle size of the RHA used. 
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7.6. Other durability parameters 
In addition to the contributions of RHA to reducing susceptibility of concrete to acid 

solutions, alkali-silica reaction, and chloride ingress as well as to lowering permeability, the use 
of RHA has been reported to aid in other concrete durability parameters. The pozzolanic reaction 
from RHA can increase the electrical resistance of concrete, a non-destructive testing method for 
assessing susceptibility for corrosion to take place in concrete [9]. The use of RHA in concrete 
can lead to improved frost resistance in non-air-entrained concrete mixtures, with higher 
contribution to frost resistance than similar concrete mixtures containing silica fume [29]. RHA 
can contribute to a reduced rate of carbonation [22]. Use of RHA in concrete can also reduce the 
creep strain of concrete [19]. While these durability parameters are not as thoroughly discussed 
in the literature, current reports suggest there is a strong ability for RHA to improve many 
durability properties of concrete. 

As can be seen in Figure 3, RHA contributes many similar properties to conventional SCMs 
in concrete. RHA is often reported as leading to increased long-term strength as well as reducing 
concrete permeability and chloride ingress. Use of RHA is shown to aid in reductions in alkali-
silica reaction induced expansion and it has been reported to improve sulfate resistance. Reports 
suggest that, unlike other SCMs, RHA may provide a beneficial contribution to freeze/thaw 
behavior. There have been varied results for concrete shrinkage using RHA, whereas for 
conventional SCMs, these parameters have been reported as not changing. 

  

 
Figure 3. Changes to hardened and durability properties of concrete with conventional mineral 
admixtures and with rice hull ash (figure based on [91]; trends for RHA based on [9, 13, 16, 17, 

19-23, 25-27, 29, 30, 76, 97, 103, 104] 
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8. Specialized concrete mixtures with rice hull ash 
 
8.1. High- and ultra-high-performance concrete 

As noted, RHA has similar chemical composition and high surface area to silica fume, a 
common constituent in high performance and ultra-high performance concrete. Reports indicate 
that RHA can increase the degree of cement hydration in ultra-high performance concrete at later 
ages [65]. Nguyen et al. [65] show that the use of RHA, while not leading to high early strength, 
resulted in higher strengths at 7-days and beyond, when compared to the control concrete, as 
well as resulted in higher ultimate strengths than mixtures containing silica fume. The delayed 
curing was in part attributed to internal curing from RHA releasing water [65]. It is suggested 
that RHA is suitable for use in ultra-high performance concrete and could benefit regions where 
RHA is available and silica fume is too expensive to obtain [65, 95]. Further, the use of RHA in 
reactive powder concrete, a type of ultra-high-performance concrete, has been reported to lead to 
increased 28-day strength, reduced porosity, and reduced chloride ingress [105]. Similar to RHA 
concrete, RHA-ultra-high-performance concrete can exhibit the an optimal level of cement 
replacement [105]. Additionally, the combination of RHA with silica fume has been shown to 
enhance compressive strength and impermeability of ultra-high performance concrete [93]. 
Ternary blends with Metakaolin have also been found to provide desirable properties for RHA 
concrete [106]. Furthermore, in a study by Vigneshwari et al. [105], it was reported that curing 
methods, namely steam curing, can further improve mechanical and some durability properties of 
RHA ultra-high-performance concrete. 
 
8.2. Self-compacting concrete 

Use of high amorphous silica-content RHA has been reported to be a suitable pozzolanic 
material in the formation of self-compacting concrete [50]. The use of RHA can facilitate desired 
long-term strength, increased splitting tensile strength, increased flexural strength, and reduced 
porosity [50]. These beneficial properties are attributed to an improved microstructure and pore 
structure in concrete [50]. Use of RHA in self-compacting concrete has also been found to lead 
to reduced workability [50], a parameter noted previously in the production of RHA concrete. 
Because self-compacting concrete is highly dependent on its rheological properties, several 
research efforts have focused in this area for the use of RHA in this specialized concrete. In this 
application, the use of RHA predominantly has been reported to lead to increased yield stress and 
viscosity of mortar compared to a mixture containing only portland cement as the binder, factors 
that seemed to increase with increased RHA content and particle size [95]. The incorporation of 
either silica fume or RHA was found to decrease the shear thickening over time, with greater 
reductions noted with use of silica fume [95]. Additionally, rheology of the mixtures containing 
RHA as a partial replacement of cement with quarry dust as a partial replacement of fine 
aggregate was not significantly different from a code-specified self-compacting mortar mixture 
when superplasticizer and viscosity modifying agents were used [107]. 
 
8.3. Alkali-activated materials 

The use of alkali-activated materials (AAMs) has been proposed for decades as a material 
alternative to cements with the potential to lead to lower environmental impacts, specifically 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, by removing the need for portland cement [41, 108]. 
However, research on the use of RHA in AAMs is limited. Reports show that RHA can provide 
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adequate silica for the production of AAMs; however, it, like many other biomass ashes, lacks 
the necessary aluminous compounds and needs to be blended with another solid precursor, such 
as ground granulated blast furnace slag, to form an AAM [94, 109, 110]. Due to limited studies, 
the desirable composition of RHA, aluminous compound source, and alkali-activator for 
improved properties has not been determined. However, Villaquirán-Caicedo et al. [109] showed 
that the use of RHA with Metakaolin and a potassium hydroxide activator in an AAM was able 
to contribute to lower bulk density and lower thermal conductivity than the other AAMs 
investigated in their study, bringing the authors to the conclusion that the RHA AAM may be 
able to be used as a thermal insulator. Additionally, Patel and Shah [110] attempted use of RHA 
with ground granulated blast furnace slag and an alkali-activator of sodium hydroxide and 
sodium silicate to produce an AAM. Similar to some findings from the production of RHA 
concrete, the authors noted a decrease in workability and an optimum level of RHA beyond 
which hardened properties did not improve.  
 
9. Environmental impacts of rice-based ash and its use in concrete 

Environmental impact assessments of rice combustion and ash products are limited [6, 33]; 
more thorough assessment of potential benefits and drawbacks from an environmental, social, 
and economic impacts viewpoint for RHA and RSA is needed [33]. Some work in the area has 
examined the environmental impacts of conversion of rice hull to energy sources, such as 
electricity or bio-ethanol [111, 112]. The use of RHA in products such as lightweight concrete 
blocks [111] and in mortars [113] could lead to reduced environmental impacts. As was noted by 
Prasara-A and Grant [111] the benefits noted in use of RHA in concrete blocks, such as reduced 
GHG emissions, could be attributed to offsetting the high impacts associated with the production 
of portland cement. Also, noteworthy in the study by Prasara-A and Grant [111] the use of rice 
as a source of energy seemed to reduce most environmental impact categories explored, with the 
exception of particulate matter, when compared to the conventional electricity grid as well as to 
the use of petrol in vehicles. These findings suggest co-benefits in reduced environmental 
impacts may be achievable through influencing two markets: energy and cement.  

In a study by Gursel et al. [6], a robust assessment of the environmental GHG emissions and 
criteria air pollutants associated with preparing (i.e., grinding) RHA and transporting it was 
incorporated into an assessment of “green” concrete alternatives. The authors found that the 
energy for processing needed for RHA was approximately 5% the energy needed for the 
production of portland cement and as a result, the replacement of portland cement with RHA 
resulted in reductions in the impact categories investigated. The authors’ findings did show that 
the grinding required for the production of reactive RHA led it to having higher energy demands, 
and associated environmental impacts, than fly ash or limestone. Although, for all mineral 
admixtures, GHG emissions were lower than that of portland cement or transportation. Noting 
that for both RHA and fly ash, the impacts associated with cultivation, combustion, and 
additional product of electricity were considered outside the scope of the assessment. Also, 
consistent with other studies, it was noted that the impacts associated with transportation of RHA 
to the location of desired application in some cases could outweigh those from the collection and 
refinement of RHA [6, 112], leading to recommendations to utilize regionally available SCMs 
[6]. 

More prevalent in the literature are studies on the environmental impacts associated with rice 
cultivation and energy recovery from rice biomass. For example, a detailed study by Brodt et al. 
[5] examined the GHG emissions from the cultivation of rice. Their work showed that methane 
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from the fields could lead to high GHG emissions values depending on the time horizon 
considered for assessment. Silalertruska et al. [114] studied the GHG emissions associated with 
cultivation of rice through the use of rice straw to produce syngas that could offset demand for 
liquefied petroleum gas. Similar to Brodt et al. [5], Silalertruska et al. [114] found that methane 
from the fields for rice cultivation could lead to significant contributions to the GHG emissions 
from this energy alternative. However, even with these methane emissions, the authors found 
that the production of syngas was still favorable relative to use of fossil fuels. Parvez et al. [78] 
also examined the environmental impacts associated with use of rice biomass in the production 
of syngas. Through use of a carbon dioxide enhanced gasification process, these authors found 
that rice hulls could be successfully combusted at 800-900°C to obtain high-energy gas and 
could act as a contributor to carbon capture and utilization. Despite this work, there is a critical 
need for research examining the environmental impacts associated with different energy 
production methods and the reactivity of associated ash produced, while allocating impacts from 
cultivation. Work in this area would facilitate understanding of the value added by producing a 
reactive cementitious material replacement and energy production. Further, such assessment 
would allow for evaluating the options of producing either higher reactivity ash or higher energy 
output if optimal production methods cannot be determined for both concurrently. 

While the limited environmental impact literature on the use of rice ashes in concrete focus 
on RHA, due to identical crop cultivation, the only differences in the use of RSA would arise 
from differences in combustion processes (if deemed necessary vary from RHA). 
 
10. Market potential for rice ash in concrete and cement-based materials 

The production of cement continues to grow in the US as well as in most countries around 
the globe. Cement is only one of several constituents required in the production of concrete and 
mortar, and typically less than 10% of the mass of concrete [8]. However, cement is responsible 
for the majority of GHG emissions from concrete production [115]. For these reasons and the 
potential to influence material properties of concrete for the better, there have been numerous 
efforts to fully or partially replace cement in concrete. 

While there are many factors that would influence the market value of RHA for concrete, 
these parameters can help indicate the potential value of RHA. If it provides similar properties to 
conventional concrete through partial replacement, one could argue the market should be able to 
bear a similar or slightly higher cost per ton to cement, as has been the case with fly ash and slag, 
which provide greenhouse gas reductions that provide an economic value. In California, while 
prices fluctuate, fly ash and ground granulated blast furnace slag, when added to a ready-mixed 
concrete batch, cost approximately the same amount as portland cement [116]. RHA is not 
necessarily cheaper than fly ash counter parts [15]. However, due RHA’s pozzolanic properties, 
there is market potential. As the literature suggests, the RHA formed with controlled combustion 
and proper processing can provide properties similar to silica fume, facilitating the production of 
higher performance concretes. In this case, an increased cost could conceivably be warranted for 
the RHA.  

Further, the cost of carbon could act as an incentive to drive use of RHA as a partial 
replacement for cement. The global cost of carbon is on average $7 / metric ton [117]. Global 
emissions caps required to limit global temperature rise to 2°C is 33-73g CO2 / $ gross domestic 
product (GDP) [118].  In 2014, the United States CO2-eq emissions were 6,870 million metric 
tons CO2-eq [119] with a country GDP of $1.7312 E+13 [120]. In California, the 2015 CO2-eq 
emissions were 440.4 million metric tons CO2-eq [121] and in 2017, the State’s GDP was 
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$2.5102E+12 [120]. Given these values, the US is at approximately 397 g CO2 / $GDP and 
California is at approximately 175 g CO2 / $GDP. The approximate emissions to cost ratio of 
cement production in 2012 (based on US data) was 8.95 kg CO2 / $ cost [115], making it a target 
for policy-driven mitigation strategies that improve this ratio and drive down the emissions per 
GDP for the state. This is already being seen as the California/Nevada cement industry work 
with Caltrans to allow the use of interground limestone in cement to help meet mandated carbon 
emission reductions for the industry [122]. The application of alternative materials that can 
reduce the dependency on cement are a prime area for this reduction. 
 
11. Areas for Future Exploration 

RHA can be a valuable addition to concrete mixtures, especially for use in high strength 
concrete, repair mortars, and regions with limited access to high cost materials, such as silica 
fume [27]. While a great deal of literature exists on the use of RHA as an SCM, there are several 
areas that would benefit from further exploration. Additionally, very little work has been done 
with rice straw ash. To provide an overview of research that has been conducted and areas for 
future work, a research roadmap is presented in Figure 4. 

 
11.1. Properties 

In order for RHA and RSA to become competitive in the market, there are several 
assessments and considerations that remain to be conducted on the properties of these materials 
in concrete. While initial studies for properties of cement-based materials and other civil 
materials exist for the use of RHA, such studies are still quite limited for RSA. In order to 
consider both as alternatives to current materials, more research into the changes in mechanical 
and durability properties associated with the use of RSA must be conducted. These studies 
should incorporate consideration for the role pre-treatments, post-treatments, and combustion 
methods have on the amorphous silica content, alkali-metal content, and surface area of the RSA, 
as these parameters have shown to affect the reactivity of RHA and the potential deleterious 
effects on durability of concrete containing RHA. 

For RHA, while there are more data on the effects of its use as a mineral admixture, there are 
still several gaps in research and development that remain to be addressed. These include more 
robust assessment of how pre- and post-treatments can be utilized to change concrete properties. 
Examination of how treatment methods can be used to control variability in concrete properties 
containing RHA will facilitate their incorporation by the concrete industry. Further assessment of 
certain durability-related properties (e.g., carbonation, coefficient of thermal expansion, creep, 
abrasion) for concrete containing RHA should be conducted as the literature to expand and 
clarify on the effects of RHA on these properties. 

There is a promising research base for the inclusion of RHA into other civil engineering 
applications, such as asphalt and coatings, as well as the use of RHA to produce high 
performance or specialized concrete mixtures. However, reported variability could present 
limitations to incorporating RHA into application. For low-performance material applications, 
variability may be more acceptable; while low-performance applications may have a lower 
barrier to entry for use, they can lead to lower capital return. The use of RHA in high-
performance materials is suggested as feasible from the literature and could be more lucrative, 
but for such applications more robust assessment of how to minimize variability and to gain 
consistent benefits in material properties would be necessary. 
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Based on this initial literature review, potential co-benefits for the improvement of ash 
properties for use in concrete and the new treatment methods of rice hulls or rice straw for 
bioenergy remains unexamined. Also lacking is a robust assessment of constructability, beyond 
the laboratory assessments of workability of RHA in concrete. These avenues of research could 
lead to a better understanding of what benefits are possible in both the energy and concrete 
materials sectors. 
 
11.2. Supply 

The incorporation of rice-based ashes into industry applications is highly dependent upon 
supply. Interviews with ready-mixed concrete producers reveal several key concerns regarding 
the availability of supplies. 

Rice ash is not currently being used as a supplementary cementitious material (SCM) in 
California. Concrete producers suggest several reasons for this lack of use (most notably, the 
availability). There is hesitation to use the materials because there is not enough understanding 
of the performance of rice-ash concrete, particularly with respect to fresh properties, including 
water demand, and durability properties. Further, there is continued concern about issues such as 
availability of high quality ash that is pozzolanic, has low carbon content, and provides concrete 
with minimal variation in properties. While the current perception of rice ash as an SCM is not 
very positive, several ready-mixed concrete producers note the importance of having mineral 
admixture alternatives since there is uncertainty about future fly ash availability (for a variety of 
reasons, including reduced coal production in the future and transport distances and logistics). 
There is also a desire to not need to dedicate an additional silo to a new SCM. However, if a rice 
ash SCM becomes more common, concrete producers would prefer to blend at their plants, so 
they can control the percentage in their mixes (compared to a pre-blended rice ash cement). The 
availability, quality, and cost of the material as well as any policies that drive alternative material 
use will be a strong pull in behavior. There is an emphasis on having more research be conducted 
prior to use; there is a need for a better understanding of rice-ash concrete performance, having 
the rice-ash concrete meet DOT requirements, knowing how rice ash behaves with other mineral 
admixtures as well as chemical admixtures, and a better understanding of water demand, 
durability, and resulting mechanical properties. 

To address these supply-related concerns, the following questions should be addressed: 
• How much ash is being and/or could be produced? Current estimates are crude 

approximations. 
• Is there enough material produced to offer a viable substitute for pozzolans currently 

used in California? 
• How much material can be consistently available? 
• Can material be stockpiled or must it rotate out with each crop cultivation? 
• Is there infrastructure readily available to transport ashes or may they be limited to 

use in the local area? 
• What is the current ash production capacity and what are barriers to higher 

production? 
To address these questions, a combination of grower, ash producer, and concrete producers may 
facilitate early implementation. 
 

Potential locally placed ready mixed concrete producers to work with are listed below: 
CalCIMA Members 
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A&A Ready Mix – Chico, Yuba City, Lincoln, Sacramento 
CEMEX – Yuba City, Cache Creek, Sacramento, Dixon 
Folsom Ready Mix – Placer (Roseville) 
Livingston’s Concrete Services – Marysville,  No. Highlands 
Mathews Ready Mix – Yuba City, Oroville, Chico 
Syar Concrete – Dixon, Woodland, Rio Linda, Lincoln  
  
Non-Members 
ABC Ready Mix – Sacramento, Yolo 
Elite Ready Mix  - Sacamento 
North Valley Ready Mix – Chico 
Western Ready Mix – Butte, Sutter, Colusa, Yuba, Glenn (maybe affiliated with one of our 
members) 
Williams Ready Mix - Williams 
  
Other— 
Basalite – Dixon – concrete blocks 
 
11.3. Costs 

If properties are better understood and it is determined that enough ash can be produced, the 
costs associated with ash production techniques would need to better understood to assess market 
viability. Specifically, depending on properties attainable, the acceptable costs of producing ash, 
including any form of pre- or post-treatment, must be considered. Additional costs associated 
with storage or packaging/transportation, whether they be borne by the ash producer or the ash 
user, must be assessed. Considering these factors, the ability for the ash to be cost competitive 
with other materials would then need to be assessed. In a changing climate for the need of 
pozzolanic materials in concrete, it is possible that a higher market price can be demanded than 
was possible in previous years; however, it would still need to be competitive with comparable 
pozzolanic materials, especially if these other materials have been used more in practice and 
have a lower barrier to implementation. In this consideration, more robust environmental impact 
assessments, including factors such as the influence of co-products and allocation methods and 
assessment of any variables in ash production must be quantified. The impetus for including 
pozzolans in concrete in California is driven by their ability to reduce environmental impacts of 
concrete. Therefore, processes that negate potential benefits in environmental impacts, could be 
deemed not valuable.  
 
11.4. Implementation 

For each research and development assessments of properties, supply, and costs to be 
implemented, there are several parameters to considered. Allowable thresholds in behavior, 
supply, and cost for the rice-based ashes to be competitive must be assessed. Similarly, any 
uncertainties associated with these phases must be examined. Different measures can be 
implemented to reduce uncertainties depending on whether properties, supply, or cost are being 
considered. Among some considered in this critical review of the literature were: 

• To reduce uncertainties associated with material properties (e.g., variability, 
durability), development of guidelines for treatments, combustion methods, and 
application can be designed. 
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• To reduce uncertainties associated with appropriate levels of supply, contact between 
rice growers, ash-producers, and concrete manufacturers can elucidate critical 
amounts of material needed and how they can be best stored or transported for use. 

• To lower uncertainties in costs, identification of codes and measures implemented in 
other regions that use rice-based ashes more readily in civil engineering materials can 
be of benefit; for example, they are used as a mineral admixture in parts of Asia 
[123]. 

 
A roadmap for the inclusion of rice-based ashes into civil infrastructure materials that highlights 
each of the points raised in this section of the report is provided in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Research roadmap for the assessment of rice hull ashes as mineral admixtures in 
cement and concrete. 
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Driving Question: What does 
the civil materials marketplace 
need? 
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products can be made from 
rice-waste to meet those 
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Evaluation of the physical and chemical properties of ash 

Evaluation of the use in concrete (mechanical properties) 

Viability of other civil applications (e.g., asphalt, aggregate base, lightweight fill, paint/coatings) 

Evaluation of constructability 

Understand the degree of variability in properties and the extent to which this variability can be controlled 
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Identify and mitigate uncertainties 
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Is there enough material produced to offer a viable substitute in California? 

How much material is consistently available? 

Can material be stockpiled or must it rotate out with each crop cultivation? 

Is there an ability to transport ashes produced (e.g., is there transportation infrastructure like a rail line) or 
is this only a local product? 
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costs would be considered reasonable? 
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